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Abstract: Frozen ground may regulate the phenological shifts of dry and cold grasslands at 

the southern edge of the Eurasian cryosphere. In this study, an investigation based on the 

MODIS Collection 5 phenology product and climatic data collected from 2001 to 2009 

reveals the diverse responses of grassland phenology to interannual climate variability over 

various frozen ground regions in Mongolia. Compared with middle and southern typical 

steppe and desert steppe, the spring (start of season; SOS) and autumn (end of season; EOS) 

phenological events of northern forest steppe with lower air temperature tend to be earlier 

and later, respectively. Both the SOS and EOS are less sensitive to climate variability in 

permafrost regions than in other regions, whereas the SOS of typical steppe is more sensitive 

to both air temperature and precipitation over sporadic permafrost and seasonal frozen 
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ground regions. Over various frozen ground regions in Mongolia; the SOS is mainly 

dominated by the prior autumn precipitation, and frozen ground plays a vital role in storing 

the precipitation of the previous autumn for the subsequent grass green-up. The EOS is 

mainly dominated by autumn air temperature. These findings could help to improve 

phenological models of grasslands in extremely dry and cold regions. 

Keywords: air temperature; precipitation; spring phenology; autumn phenology; grassland; 

frozen ground; permafrost 

 

1. Introduction 

Vegetation phenology has been of increasing interest because it is sensitive to climate warming [1–3]. 

Long term in situ records and satellite remote sensing observations have revealed that spring and autumn 

events of temperate vegetation over the Northern Hemisphere have advanced and been delayed by a couple 

of days because of global warming, respectively, depending on the locations and datasets used [4,5]. 

Phenology shifts will in turn affect the climate through biogeochemical and biophysical effects [6]. In 

view of the socioeconomic aspect, phenology shifts will also affect the agricultural system [7]. For 

example, shifts in the onset of grass green-up in spring in Mongolia force herders to reschedule the 

traditional movement of their livestock just after the cold and forage-short winter months. 

Most observed phenology trends are attributed to air temperature [4,8–11]. Theoretically, vegetation 

phenology is controlled by many factors that differ with climate [2]. In humid regions, it is mainly 

controlled by the degree of winter chilling, photoperiod, and temperature [2,10,11]. In arid regions, it is 

mainly controlled by air temperature and precipitation (or soil moisture) [12–18].  

Mongolia is located at the southern edge of the Eurasian cryosphere, overlying various frozen ground 

types. Mongolia has a dry and cold climate, and climate warming is obvious, with a 1.8 °C increase in 

air temperature over the last 60 years [19]. Such an area is perfect for understanding the response of 

vegetation phenology to climate change under extremely dry and cold climatic conditions. Previous 

studies show that spring phenology of grasslands is mainly controlled by spring precipitation in arid 

regions on the Tibetan Plateau and in the north of China [9,15,16,18,20]. These study areas are mainly 

located in seasonal frozen ground regions. The role of frozen ground in regulating spring phenology of 

dry and cold grasslands has not been reported previously. Throughout this study, therefore, both the start 

of season (SOS) and end of season (EOS) of the grass growing season are investigated over various 

frozen ground regions in Mongolia, and four questions are addressed. 

(1) What is the response of grassland phenology to interannual climate variability? Three grassland 

types (forest steppe, typical steppe, and desert steppe) cover most of Mongolia; their spatial distribution 

is determined by annual precipitation. Three types of frozen ground (permafrost, sporadic permafrost, 

and seasonal frozen ground) underlie Mongolia; their spatial distribution is determined by annual mean 

air temperature. The overlap of grasslands and underlying frozen ground generates diverse landscapes 

in Mongolia. Therefore, the grassland phenology is expected to display diverse responses to interannual 

climate variability.  
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(2) Does air temperature or precipitation dominate SOS and EOS, or do temperature and precipitation 

have equal impact? Air temperature before SOS usually triggers vegetation to leaf out if there is no water 

deficit [2]. However, soil water content is a key limiting factor for this event in arid areas [12,16,18], which 

mainly originates from precipitation over dry grasslands. Then, precipitation may become a trigger for 

drier environments. Shen et al. [20] suggested that precipitation exerts a strong influence on green-up onset 

of dry grasslands on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. Because of a similar vegetation–climate pattern, such 

an influence might also occur in Mongolia with its drier and colder climate. Previous studies found that 

EOS is mainly controlled by air temperature [4,5]. The climatic factors regulating SOS and EOS are 

further investigated in Mongolia. 

(3) During which period is precipitation accumulated for triggering grassland green-up if precipitation 

dominates SOS? There is no consensus on this question in the scientific community. White et al. [12] 

summed precipitation starting on the first day of the year in the United States. Li and Zhou [21] 

considered the previous year’s precipitation with a weighted coefficient in Northeast China. Shen et al. [20] 

tested the functional period from 5 to 90 days before SOS on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau and found it 

to be mainly within a month before SOS. This study considered precipitation that fell from spring 

backward to the previous autumn. 

(4) What role does frozen ground play in the effect of precipitation on SOS? The frost and thaw 

processes of frozen ground from late autumn to the following spring affect the concurrent water cycle [22], 

suggesting that frozen ground may closely relate to the spring phenology of grasslands in Mongolia. 

Because of a lack of long-term phenological records of grasslands over large areas in Mongolia, the 

above questions continue to confuse the scientific community and stakeholders. The global yearly 500-m 

Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Collection 5 vegetation phenology product 

and ground-based data allow us to answer the above four questions.  

In summary, this study aims to provide a detailed and quantified investigation on the response of 

grassland phenology to interannual climate variability, and to quantify the role of frozen ground in 

regulating grassland phenology in various frozen ground regions in Mongolia. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Study Area and Sites Used 

Livestock, a key segment of Mongolia’s economy, entirely depends on grasslands, which account for 

approximately 80% of the total land area (yellow regions shown in Figure 1). Mongolia has a dry and 

cold climate. As shown in Table 1, the annual mean air temperature (ANN-Ta) ranges from 

approximately −7–6 °C, and the annual total precipitation (ANN-P) ranges from approximately  

100 to 300 mm. Such a climate only allows local and hardy grasslands (desert steppe, steppe, and forest 

steppe) to exist.  

Twenty-four national meteorological stations across Mongolia have kept complete air temperature 

and precipitation records for the last decade (Figure 1). These stations are located in areas of three 

grassland types: forest steppe in the northern regions (seven stations shown in Figure 1 and Table 1), 

desert steppe along the boundary of the desert in the southern and western regions (ten stations), and 

typical steppe lying between the forest steppe and the desert steppe (seven stations). This spatial 
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distribution of grasslands is determined by ANN-P. The forest steppe has ANN-P > 270 mm, the steppe 

has ANN-P from 180 to 270 mm, and the desert steppe has ANN-P < 180 mm. The 24 meteorological 

stations also represent three types of frozen ground: permafrost with an ANN-Ta limit of less than −1 °C 

(seven stations shown in Table 1), sporadic permafrost with an ANN-Ta limit of 0 ± 1 °C (eleven stations), 

and seasonal frozen ground with an ANN-Ta limit of greater than 1 °C (six stations). This frozen ground 

classification is equivalent to that based on a surface frost index [19]. The surface frost index is a  

climate-based index calculated using the sums of negative and positive temperatures over a single year [23]. 

Meteorological stations over three grassland types overlaying three frozen ground types could provide 

diverse climatic and phenological data across Mongolia. 

Table 1. Description of meteorological stations, including ID, name, geolocation (Lat.: 

latitude; Lon.: longitude; Ele.: elevation), annual mean air temperature (ANN-Ta), annual total 

precipitation (ANN-P) with standard deviations calculated during the period of 2000–2009, 

and grassland/frozen ground types (FS: forest steppe; ST: steppe; DS: desert steppe;  

0P: seasonal frozen ground; 1P: sporadic permafrost; 2P: permafrost).  

Grassland/ 

Frozen 

Ground Type 

Station 

ID 

Station  

Name 
Lat. (°) Lon. (°) Ele. (m)

ANN-Ta 

(°C) 

ANN-P  

(mm/year) 

FS/2P 442030 Rinchinlhumbe 51.117 99.667 1583 −6.2 ± 0.8 273.8 ± 62.1 

FS/2P 442070 Hatgal 50.433 100.150 1668 −3.6 ± 0.8 281.1 ± 80.3 

FS/1P 442300 Tarialan 49.567 102.000 1235 0.5 ± 0.7 306.6 ± 65.7 

FS/1P 442320 Hutag 49.383 102.700 938 0.3 ± 0.9 295.7 ± 54.8 

FS/1P 442390 Bulgan 48.800 103.550 1208 −0.1 ± 0.7 270.1 ± 43.8 

FS/1P 442410 Baruunharaa 48.917 106.067 807 0.4 ± 0.9 284.7 ± 91.3 

FS/0P 442820 Tsetserleg 47.450 101.467 1691 1.7 ± 0.7 310.3 ± 54.8 

ST/2P 442130 Baruunturuun 49.650 94.400 1232 −2.3 ± 1.0 211.7 ± 25.6 

ST/2P 442250 Tosontsengel 48.733 98.200 1723 −5.0 ± 0.9 222.7 ± 84.0 

ST/1P 442920 Ulaanbaatar 47.917 106.867 1306 −0.7 ± 0.7 251.9 ± 62.1 

ST/1P 443020 Bayan-ovoo 47.783 112.117 926 0.9 ± 0.9 200.8 ± 40.2 

ST/1P 443040 Underkhaan 47.317 110.633 1033 0.4 ± 0.9 219.0 ± 62.1 

ST/1P 443130 Khalkh-gol 47.617 118.617 688 0.4 ± 0.8 270.1 ± 47.5 

ST/0P 443140 Matad 47.167 115.633 907 2.1 ± 0.8 193.5 ± 76.7 

DS/2P 442120 Ulaangom 49.800 92.083 939 −1.9 ± 1.0 135.1 ± 40.1 

DS/2P 442750 Bayanbulag 46.833 98.083 2255 −3.1 ± 0.9 127.8 ± 58.4 

DS/2P 442840 Galuut 46.700 100.133 2126 −3.3 ± 1.1 142.4 ± 32.9 

DS/1P 442150 Omno-gobi 49.017 91.717 1590 −0.3 ± 1.1 131.4 ± 51.1 

DS/1P 442770 Altai 46.400 96.250 2181 −0.4 ± 0.8 157.0 ± 51.1 

DS/1P 442870 Bayanhongor 46.133 100.683 1859 0.9 ± 0.7 175.2 ± 73.0 

DS/0P 442980 Choir 46.450 108.217 1286 1.9 ± 0.8 153.3 ± 87.6 

DS/0P 443360 Saikhan-ovoo 45.450 103.900 1316 3.3 ± 0.8 113.2 ± 51.1 

DS/0P 443520 Bayandelger 45.733 112.367 1101 3.0 ± 0.8 160.6 ± 69.4 

DS/0P 443580 Zamyn-uud 43.733 111.900 964 5.1 ± 0.7 135.1 ± 29.2 
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Figure 1. Land covers, meteorological stations, and three experiment sites used in this study. 

Three automatic weather stations (AWS) are located at Nalaikh and Davaat, near Ulaanbaatar (Figure 1). 

The Nalaikh experiment site (typical steppe) and two Davaat experiment sites (typical steppe and forest 

steppe) are a part of the observation network for the early detection of global warming impact sponsored 

by the Ministry of Environment, Japan [24]. The AWS stations record air temperature, humidity, wind 

speed, wind direction, rainfall, ground surface temperature, soil temperature, soil water content, and four 

components of radiation fluxes. Recordings are taken at 30 min intervals.  

2.2. Data Used 

This study used remote sensing data, climatic data, and AWS observational data. Climatic data and 

AWS observational data were used to investigate the factors driving phenology shifts. 

Climatic data from meteorological stations: Daily air temperature and precipitation data collected 

from 2000 to 2009 from 24 meteorological stations in Mongolia were downloaded from the National 

Climatic Data Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NCDC-NOAA, USA; 

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/).  

Observational data from three experiment sites: Soil water content at a depth of 5 cm, precipitation, 

and air temperature data collected at 30 min intervals from 2007 to 2012 were used. 

Remotely sensed phenology data: The MODIS Collection 5 phenology product between 2001 and 

2009, with a tile range of h23–h26 and v03–v04, were downloaded from the Reverb of NASA’s Earth 

Observing System (http://earthdata.nasa.gov/). The algorithm for estimating phenology is based on a 

piecewise logistic model fitting 8-day 500 m enhanced vegetation index (EVI) time series [25,26]. The 

MCD12Q2 product has four layers related to phenology: onset of greenness increase (beginning of EVI 

increase), onset of greenness maximum (reaching the maximum EVI), onset of greenness decrease 

(beginning of EVI decrease), and onset of greenness minimum (reaching the minimum EVI). In this 

study, the layers of onset of greenness increase (i.e., SOS) and onset of greenness minimum (i.e., EOS) 

are used for investigation. 
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Remotely sensed EVI data: The 2007–2012 MOD13Q1 (Terra) and MYD13Q1 (Aqua) 16-day 250 m 

EVI data that correspond to the geographic locations of the three experiment sites were downloaded from 

the Reverb of NASA’s Earth Observing System (http://earthdata.nasa.gov/). The 16-day Terra/MODIS and 

Aqua/MODIS EVI time series overlap by 8 days, resulting in new composite EVI time series every 8 days. 

This new EVI time series is used to describe the growing patterns of grasslands in this study. 

2.3. Analytical Methods 

Mean seasonal air temperature and precipitation from 2000 to 2009 were calculated for spring  

(March–May, MAM), summer (June–August, JJA), autumn (September–November, SON), and winter 

(December–February, DJF). The SOS and EOS time series from 2001 to 2009 were extracted from the 

MODIS phenology image stack according to the locations of the 24 meteorological stations. Existing 

knowledge suggests that spring and autumn phenological events of vegetation strongly relate to air 

temperature and precipitation in spring and autumn in arid regions, respectively [4,9,12,14–16,20]. To 

consider the effect of water stored in frozen soil and snow melt on SOS, winter mean precipitation (DJF-P, 

mm/day) and mean precipitation of the previous autumn (Pre-SON-P, mm/day) were included in the 

analysis along with spring mean air temperature (MAM-Ta, °C) and spring mean precipitation (MAM-P, 

mm/day). To consider the potential effect of grassland robustness on EOS, summer mean precipitation 

(JJA-P, mm/day) was included in the analysis along with autumn mean air temperature (SON-Ta, °C) 

and autumn mean precipitation (SON-P, mm/day). The above climatic factors could be helpful for 

understanding the SOS and EOS responses of grasslands to interannual climate variability over various 

frozen ground regions across Mongolia. 

The partial least squares (PLS) regression was used to investigate the relationships between 

independent climate factors and dependent SOS and EOS, respectively. The PLS method is particularly 

suited when there is multicollinearity among independent variables. The climatic factors (e.g., air 

temperature and precipitation) controlling vegetation phenology may correlate each other; therefore, the 

PLS method could be useful to understand the response of vegetation phenology to climate change [9]. 

The variable importance in the projection (VIP) from the PLS analysis can compactly summarize the 

importance of considered climatic variables for SOS and EOS changes. As suggested by Eriksson et al. [27] 

and Yu et al. [9], the independent variables with VIP scores above 0.8 are identified as important ones 

for the model. In this study, both the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) and VIP can measure the strength 

of the relationships between considered climatic factors and grassland phenology. Meanwhile, the R can 

indicate the direction of the relationship, whether positive or negative. Both R and VIP are calculated by 

using the Addinsoft XLSTAT tool.  

All PLS analyses were based on 2000–2009 ground data (independent variables) from the 24 

meteorological stations and 2001–2009 MODIS phenology data (dependent variables) corresponding to 

the geographic locations of the 24 meteorological stations. According to the grassland type and frozen 

ground type (see Table 1), firstly, all data were divided into three groups according to the type of grasslands 

(forest steppe, steppe, and desert steppe); secondly, each group was further divided into three sub-groups 

according to the type of frozen ground (permafrost, sporadic permafrost and seasonal frozen ground); 

finally, PLS analyses were conducted for three groups and then for nine sub-groups. The ANOVA test was 

used to assess whether SOS and EOS dates differ among grassland types and permafrost types. 
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3. Results 

3.1. MODIS SOS and EOS of Grasslands with a Dry and Cold Climate across Mongolia 

The SOS and EOS from the MODIS phenology images are consistent with the phenological dates reported 

by Batima (2006) and Shinoda et al. [14]. Across Mongolia, the SOS of grasslands ranges from early April 

to late May, and the EOS of grasslands ranges from early September to middle October (Figure 2). The 

MODIS-based growing season duration of grasslands from later spring to early autumn well matches local 

climatic conditions. This suggests that the MODIS phenology product is reasonable for a dry and cold 

grassland landscape. However, the SOS and EOS are diverse for three grassland types (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Means and standard deviations of SOS and EOS for three steppe types in 

Mongolia. The n is the number of phenological records for SOS and EOS. The bar is the 

standard deviation. The same letters following mean values indicate no significant difference 

in SOS and EOS between three grassland types at the 5% significance level, respectively. 

3.1.1. SOS of Grasslands over Various Frozen Ground Regions 

Although the forest steppe and typical steppe have a colder climate, the SOS of the forest steppe and 

typical steppe is earlier than that for the desert steppe by approximately 10 days (Figure 2). The SOS of 

the forest steppe has less standard deviation (17 for the forest steppe; 19 and 20 for the steppe and the 

desert steppe, respectively). This means that the SOS of the forest steppe has less interannual variability 

than the steppe and desert steppe. Further investigations were conducted for each grassland type with 

three frozen ground types (Figure 3). There is almost no difference in the forest steppe SOS over the 

three frozen ground types, but the SOS over permafrost has less interannual variability (standard 

deviation of 12 for permafrost, 20 for sporadic permafrost, and 16 for seasonal frozen ground). As shown 

in Figure 3, the SOS over the three frozen ground types is diverse for both the steppe and the desert 

steppe. For the steppe, the SOS over permafrost regions is obviously earlier than that over other regions 

by approximately half a month and has less interannual variability (standard deviation of 12 for 

permafrost, 20 for sporadic permafrost, and 22 for seasonal frozen ground). For the desert steppe, the 

SOS over sporadic permafrost regions is 2–3 weeks earlier than that over other regions. The delayed 

SOS of the desert steppe over permafrost regions may be caused by a severer climate. As shown in Table 1 
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and Figure 1, the annual mean air temperature is lower than −2 °C, and the annual total precipitation is 

less than 150 mm at the Ulaangom, Bayanbulag, and Galuut stations in the western regions.  

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the findings indicate that the SOS of the forest steppe tends to be earlier 

than that of other two steppe types, and the interannual climate variability has less impact on the SOS of 

the forest steppe, especially in permafrost regions. This suggests that underneath frozen ground, stored 

water might moderate the impact of climate variability on grassland SOS across Mongolia. 

 

Figure 3. Means and standard deviations of SOS and EOS for three steppe types with three 

frozen ground types in Mongolia. The n is the number of phenological records for SOS and 

EOS. The 0P, 1P, and 2P represent seasonal frozen ground, sporadic permafrost, and 

permafrost, respectively. The bar is the standard deviation. For each grassland type, the same 

letters following mean values indicate no significant difference in SOS and EOS between 

three permafrost types at the 5% significance level, respectively. 

3.1.2. EOS of Grasslands over Various Frozen Ground Regions 

There is no obvious difference in the EOS of the three steppe types (Figure 2). The EOS of the steppe 

and the desert steppe is earlier than that of the forest steppe only by 5 days, but the EOS of the forest 

steppe has less interannual variability (standard deviation of 9 for the forest steppe; 16 and 18 for the 

steppe and the desert steppe, respectively). Further investigations were conducted on the EOS of each 

grassland type with three frozen ground types (Figure 3). The EOS of all three steppe types over 

permafrost regions tends to be earlier than that over other regions by about a week. Compared with the 

steppe and the desert steppe over the three frozen ground types, the forest steppe EOS has less interannual 

variability (standard deviation of 7 for permafrost, 9 for sporadic permafrost, and 6 for seasonal frozen 

ground, respectively). 

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the findings suggest that the EOS of the forest steppe tends to be a little 

bit late and has less sensitivity to interannual climate variability. The EOS of each steppe type over 

permafrost regions tends to be earlier because of relatively low air temperatures in autumn. 
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3.2. Driving Factors of Interannual Changes in SOS and EOS in Mongolia  

The R and VIP score were calculated to measure the relationship between grassland phenology and 

considered climatic factors for the three steppe types and further for the three underlying frozen ground 

types. Below are detailed results for SOS and EOS, respectively. 

3.2.1. Driving Factors of Interannual Changes in SOS 

Although the correlations between SOS and climatic factors and VIP scores for climatic factors vary 

with the grassland type, significant negative correlations between SOS and precipitation and larger VIP 

scores for precipitation factors exist across all three grassland types. As shown in Figure 4a, SOS has a 

significant negative correlation with Pre-SON-P for the forest steppe (p < 0.05) and the steppe (p < 0.01), 

whereas SOS has a significant negative correlation with both MAM-P (p < 0.01) and Pre-SON-P (p < 0.01) 

for the desert steppe. It is noted that the SOS of the steppe has a significant positive correlation with 

MAM-Ta. This indicates that the SOS of the steppe could be delayed when rapid increase in air 

temperature causes rapid increase in evaporation and thus sharp decrease in soil moisture in spring. This 

case is not significant for the forest steppe because of less soil moisture stress and for the desert steppe 

because of existing strong soil moisture stress. The VIP scores for climatic factors indicate the importance 

of climatic factors to SOS. The findings from Figure 4b are consistent with those from Figure 4a. The VIP 

score of DJF-P for the forest steppe is also greater than 0.8 (Figure 4b). This indicates that winter 

precipitation has some influence on the SOS of the forest steppe, but its influence is not significant 

(Figure 4a). The above findings indicate that the SOS of all three grassland types tends to be dominated 

by previous autumn precipitation across Mongolia, and spring precipitation is also vital for the spring 

green-up of the desert steppe. 

 

Figure 4. Correlation (a) between SOS and climatic factors for three grassland types and 

VIP (b) for considered variables. * indicates the significance level of 0.05 and ** indicates 

the significance level of 0.01. The n is the number of phenological records for SOS.  

Dominant factors driving interannual changes in grassland SOS are diverse among three frozen 

ground types. Figure 5 depicts the correlations between SOS and climatic factors and shows VIP scores 

for climatic factors for each grassland type with the three frozen ground types (where the VIP value 

coincides with the strength of correlation). The forest steppe SOS has a significant negative correlation 

with DJF-P (p < 0.05) over permafrost regions and with Pre-SON-P (p < 0.05) over sporadic permafrost 
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regions. The steppe SOS has a significant negative correlation with MAM-Ta (p < 0.01) over permafrost 

regions and with Pre-SON-P (p < 0.01) over sporadic permafrost regions. The desert steppe SOS has a 

significant negative correlation with Pre-SON-P (p < 0.05) and DJF-P (p < 0.01) over permafrost regions, 

with Pre-SON-P (p < 0.01) over sporadic permafrost regions, and with Pre-SON-P (p < 0.05) and MAM-P 

(p < 0.01) over seasonal frozen ground regions. Through the R and VIP values, results shown in  

Figure 5a–c and suggest that the SOS of the three steppe types is dominated by previous autumn precipitation 

over sporadic permafrost regions. For permafrost regions, the SOS of the forest steppe is dominated by winter 

precipitation, the SOS of the steppe is dominated by spring air temperature, and the SOS of the desert steppe 

is dominated by winter and previous autumn precipitation. For seasonal frozen ground regions, the SOS of 

the desert steppe is dominated by the precipitation of spring and the previous autumn. 

 

 

Figure 5. Correlation (a–c) between SOS and climatic factors for the three grassland types 

with three frozen ground types and VIP (d–f) for considered variables. * indicates the 

significance level of 0.05 and ** indicates the significance level of 0.01. The n is the number 

of phenological records for SOS. The 0P, 1P, and 2P represent seasonal frozen ground, 

sporadic permafrost, and permafrost, respectively. 
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3.2.2. Driving Factors of Interannual Changes in EOS 

Figure 6a,b shows that SON-Ta dominates EOS for the three grassland types (VIP > 0.8), but the EOS 

significantly correlates with SON-Ta only for the forest steppe (p < 0.01) and the steppe (p < 0.05). As for 

each steppe type over the three frozen ground types, the forest steppe EOS over sporadic permafrost 

regions has a significant positive correlation with SON-Ta (p < 0.05), and the steppe EOS over 

permafrost regions has a significant positive correlation with JJA-P (p < 0.05) (Figure 7a–c). The values 

of R and VIP in Figures 6 and 7 indicate that the EOS is dominated by autumn air temperature rather 

than precipitation, but precipitation in summer and autumn may be helpful for grasslands to improve 

their robustness and thus to delay EOS. 

 

Figure 6. Correlation (a) between EOS and climatic factors for three grassland types and 

VIP (b) for considered variables. * indicates the significance level of 0.05 and ** indicates 

the significance level of 0.01. The n is the number of phenological records for EOS.  
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Figure 7. Correlation (a–c) between EOS and climatic factors for the three grassland types 

with three frozen ground types and VIP (d–f) for considered variables. * indicates the 

significance level of 0.05 and ** indicates the significance level of 0.01. The n is the number 

of phenological records for EOS. The 0P, 1P, and 2P represent seasonal frozen ground, 

sporadic permafrost, and permafrost, respectively. 

4. Discussions 

4.1. Uncertainties in the MODIS Phenology Product for Grasslands and in the Use of Seasonal Means 

of Climatic Factors 

Remotely sensed land surface phenology (LSP) refers to the seasonal pattern of land surface 

vegetation within a given pixel [28]. This pixel could be a mixed or homogenous surface, depending on 

the heterogeneity of remotely sensed landscapes. Over relatively homogenous grasslands across 

Mongolia, the 500 m MODIS LSP captures the phenological development of local typical grasslands 

where several grass species could coexist. This study focused on grassland community rather than 

specific grass species; therefore, the MODIS LSP data could satisfy the investigation into the relationship 

of grassland phenology shifts and interannual climate variability in this study. 

The MODIS phenology product has been validated for forestlands with one life cycle per year in 

North America [25,26] and double cropping lands in the North China Plain [29]. These studies suggested 

that the MODIS LSP product could reasonably detect the phenological development of forestlands and 

croplands, although there are a few uncertainties in detecting the phenological dates for the second crop 

in double cropping areas. The grasslands in Mongolia also have one life cycle per year. The accuracy of 

MODIS LSP for Mongolian grasslands could be comparable to that for forestlands in North America. 

To explicitly predict spring phenology, the triggering thresholds of thermal accumulation, soil 

moisture, or other controlling factors need to be known. By means of long-term phenological data, these 

thresholds could be determined by averaging long term climatic data. For example, Shen et al. [20] and 

Liu et al. [18] determined the thresholds of cumulative temperature and precipitation using daily weather 

data before SOS over the span of 25 years in Inner Mongolia and on the Tibetan Plateau, respectively. 

Alternatively, empirical investigations of relationships between vegetation phenology and climatic 

factors could be undertaken by reviewing monthly or seasonal means of climatic factors. Such a strategy 

has been widely used by Cong et al. [15], Jeong et al. [4], Shen [11], Yu et al. [16], Yu et al. [10], and 

Yu et al. [9]. Instead of predicting phenological events, this study focuses on empirically investigating 

the diverse responses of grassland phenology to interannual climate variability and understanding the 
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role of frozen ground in regulating vegetation phenology over various frozen ground regions across 

Mongolia. Therefore, seasonal means of climatic factors could be acceptable to answer the four questions 

proposed in this study. 

4.2. Dominant Climatic Factor Affecting SOS and EOS of Dry and Cold Grasslands 

Our analyses suggest that the SOS of Mongolian grasslands is dominated by precipitation, particularly 

by autumn precipitation of the previous year, whereas the EOS is dominated by autumn air temperature. 

Because of weak evapotranspiration in autumn [30], most precipitation in autumn is stored in frozen soil 

in winter and can be used for grass germination and development at the beginning of the next growing 

season. Frozen ground could be considered as a temporary reservoir of soil moisture during winter [31]. 

As shown in Figure 4, SOS correlates less with DJF-P than with Pre-SON-P. This means that precipitation 

in winter contributes less to grass growth in the following spring in Mongolia because it is remarkably 

lower than that in other seasons. The EOS of Mongolian grasslands is mainly controlled by air temperature. 

Grass usually ends its growth period when air temperature is close to 0 °C in autumn in Mongolia. 

A specific investigation with detailed in situ measurements at the Davaat steppe experiment site 

supports the above conclusions. Figure 8 shows the seasonal patterns of daily rainfall, mean air 

temperature, volumetric liquid soil water content at a depth of 5 cm, and EVI at the Davaat site from 

2007 to 2012. The SOS (i.e., green-up date) and EOS (i.e., green-end date) were determined by an EVI 

threshold of 0.15. The SOS and EOS dates match well with the observed patterns of soil water content 

and air temperature. Grass starts to grow when the cumulative > 0 °C air temperature is higher than 

approximately 30 °C and soil water content is greater than approximately 20% in spring, and ends its 

growth when air temperature is close to 0 °C in autumn. It is noted that the SOS in 2009 advanced by 

approximately two weeks because of plentiful precipitation (51.2 mm) in the autumn of 2008. 

Observations shown in Figure 8 could confirm the driving factors for grassland SOS (precipitation) and 

EOS (air temperature) in Mongolia. 

The findings in this study could help to counter recent tendencies to over-attribute spring phenological 

shifts to air temperature and could also help to improve phenological models of vegetation in an extremely 

dry and cold climate. Some recent studies reported that spring vegetation phenology is mainly controlled 

by air temperature in Northeast Asia and on the Tibetan Plateau within which some dry and cold regions 

exist, but precipitation was not well considered for these dry and cold regions in their studies [4,8–11]. As 

shown in Figures 4 and 5, our study shows that spring phenology of grasslands is mainly controlled by 

precipitation in Mongolia, particularly by the precipitation of the previous autumn. Most existing 

vegetation phenological models based on dominant driving factors and their thresholds ignore the 

contribution of the precipitation of the previous autumn and the role of frozen ground in dry and cold 

regions [12,18,20]. The findings in this study may also help to target adaptation strategies for herders to 

schedule the movement of their livestock. Herders in Mongolia could adjust their livestock management, 

including nomadic routes, in advance when autumn precipitation is beyond its usual range. 
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Figure 8. Seasonal patterns of daily rainfall (P), mean air temperature (Ta), volumetric liquid 

soil water content (SWC) at the 5 cm depth, and EVI at the Davaat site from 2007 to 2012. ∑T 

and ∑P are cumulative > 0 °C air temperature and cumulative precipitation before SOS in spring. 

4.3. The Role of Frozen Ground in Regulating SOS 

Only the SOS of steppes over permafrost is significantly negatively correlated with spring air temperature 

(Figure 5b). The negative correlation for steppe overlying permafrost is consistent with the existing statement 

that spring temperature dominates SOS over some landscapes with less water stress [11,32]. This result 

indicates that the remaining water from the previous year stored in frozen soil and the precipitation of 

winter (snow melt) and early spring could lead to less water stress on the steppe in spring, and then 

spring air temperature becomes a dominant factor to trigger SOS. 

Investigations in this study show that precipitation significantly regulates SOS, and frozen ground 

plays a vital role in storing precipitation for subsequent grass green-up in Mongolia. An example with 

detailed ground measurements at the Davaat steppe experiment site could help to further understand the 

role of frozen ground in storing the precipitation of the previous autumn. As shown in Figure 8, an abrupt 

concave curve was observed for soil water content at the 5 cm depth in the late summer of 2008, 

indicating that most precipitation (212 mm) in the summer of 2008 evaporated from soil and transpired 

from grass canopy. Due to relatively low air temperature (<10 °C) and thus low evaporation, the 

precipitation (51.2 mm) in the autumn of 2008 led to an increase in soil water content to a stable level 

of approximately 30% before frost at the 5 cm depth. The remaining precipitation in the soil was frozen 

during the winter. In April 2009, the thawing of this frozen soil water and the 10.2 mm precipitation that 

fell during winter contributed to grass growth. Therefore, approximately 70 mm precipitation from the 

previous autumn to spring was used for grass green-up and early growth at the Davaat site during the 

spring of 2009. Approximately 70% of the total precipitation came from the precipitation in the autumn 

of 2008. Figure 8 illustrates the importance of both autumn precipitation and frozen ground for grass 

green-up in the following spring.  
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4.4. Perspectives on Grassland Ecosystem, Permafrost Degradation, and Climate Change in Mongolia  

In this study, statistical results based on remote sensing and climatic data—along with detailed 

illustrations at an experiment site—suggest that the existence of permafrost is essential for grassland 

ecosystems in Mongolia, and that the degradation of permafrost caused by climate warming could potentially 

increase the vulnerability of Mongolian grasslands in the near future. As shown in Figures 4 and 5b, the 

spring phenology of the typical steppe is sensitive to interannual climate variability over Mongolian 

sporadic permafrost and seasonal frozen ground regions. Climate warming might cause permafrost to 

degrade to sporadic permafrost or seasonal frozen ground. Such degradation might further lead to the 

degradation of grasslands along the trend from forest steppe to typical steppe, and then to desert steppe. 

Then, the duration of the grassland growing season would be shortened (Figure 2), and grassland 

productivity would decrease. 

Table 2. Climate, active layer depth (ALD) over permafrost, and phenological dates at three 

experiment sites. ANN-Ta is the annual mean air temperature, ANN-P is the annual total 

precipitation, and Stdv is the standard deviation. 

Site Nalaikh Steppe Site Davaat Steppe Site Davaat Forest Steppe Site

ANN-Ta (°C) −2.8 −4.2 −5.2 

ANN-P (mm/year) 260 270 276 

ALD (m) 3.5 2.5 2.0 

Year SOS EOS SOS EOS SOS EOS 

2008 - - 5/8 10/10 5/9 10/12 

2009 4/23 10/14 4/26 10/19 4/23 10/18 

2010 4/28 10/6 5/10 9/30 5/3 10/4 

2011 5/4 10/3 5/13 10/4 5/1 10/4 

2012 5/31 10/26 5/8 10/19 4/22 10/19 

Mean 5/6 10/12 5/7 10/10 4/29 10/11 

Stdv (days) 16.9 10.3 6.5 8.6 7.1 7.3 

An indication of permafrost degradation is an increase in active layer depth (ALD) over permafrost. 

Three experiment sites with different annual mean air temperatures could represent three scenarios under 

different warming levels. As shown in Table 2, the results from the Davaat steppe site and the Nalaikh 

site could be used for forecasting two future scenarios of the Davaat forest steppe site with the increases 

of 1 °C and 2.4 °C in annual mean air temperature, respectively. Then, we can find that the ALD becomes 

deeper with increasing air temperature, and the SOS tends to be delayed. The standard deviations of SOS 

and EOS increase from 7.1 to 16.9 days and from 7.3 to 10.3 days, respectively. Results from Table 2 

suggest that permafrost degradation, leading to water loss from soil and then water stress on grass growth, 

could cause the delay of SOS and larger interannual variability of the SOS and EOS. 

Recently, Mongolia has experienced a rapid increase in spring air temperature and a moderate 

decrease in precipitation during autumn, winter, and spring [19]. These trends could make grasslands in 

Mongolia more vulnerable to climate change. To develop effective adaptation strategies and solutions 

to relieve or avoid the degradation of permafrost and grasslands, routine observation of grassland 

ecosystems—including phenology, permafrost, and climate—is needed urgently. Such observation 
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would enable better understanding of the relationships among grassland phenology, permafrost, and 

climate, and would allow the creation of robust phenological models for dry and cold permafrost regions 

in the near future. 

5. Conclusions 

A detailed investigation into 2001–2009 MODIS phenological data and ground meteorological data 

was conducted to understand the responses of SOS and EOS to interannual climate variability and the 

role of frozen ground in regulating SOS over various frozen ground regions across Mongolia. Differing 

with results reported in previous studies, forest steppe in northern Mongolia has lower air temperature 

than typical steppe and desert steppe in middle and southern Mongolia, but the SOS and EOS of forest 

steppe tend to be earlier and later by around 10 days and 5 days, respectively. The SOS and EOS of 

grasslands demonstrate diverse responses to interannual climate variability in Mongolia, and both of 

them are less sensitive to it in permafrost regions, suggesting that existing permafrost could moderate 

interannual shifts of grassland phenological dates due to climate variability. The SOS is dominated by 

precipitation, especially by the prior autumn precipitation that is stored in frozen soil during the winter, 

whereas the EOS is dominated by air temperature. Our results could help to counter recent tendencies to 

over-attribute spring phenological shifts to air temperature, and may help to improve phenological 

models of grasslands in extremely dry and cold regions. In turn, this may facilitate the development of 

adaptation strategies for herders to manage their livestock. In future studies, long-term and routine 

observations of grassland phenology, permafrost, and climate would enable better understanding of the 

relationships among grassland phenology, permafrost, and climate, and would allow for the development 

of robust phenological models for dry and cold permafrost regions.  
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